NASA Academies

There are 6 NASA Academies this year, 3 at Marshall Space Flight Center, 2 at Glenn Research Center, and 1 at Langley. Below are two ways to access the project descriptions and the applications for the different academies.

1. Go to the NAAA website (nasa-academy.org) and there is a link on the front page under Recent Posts (2018 NASA Academy Applications or click: https://nasa-academy.org/2018/01/22/2018-nasa-academy-applications-are-open/) this will take you to direct links for the 6 academies offered this year. This website can also provide the students information about what an academy is.

2. Go to the OSSI website (https://intern.nasa.gov/ossi/web/public/main/) and under Search Opportunities fill out the information form and put Academy under the keyword section. If the keywords section is left empty all the internship opportunities for NASA will appear.

If you could please forward this onto any graduate and undergraduate programs or students we would really appreciate it.